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Recognizing shrinking defense budgets and the 

need to do “more with less,” AM General continues 

to position itself to embrace the demands of 

customers on a global scale. From the Modernized 

HMMWV to Special Operations Vehicles to the Blast 

Resistant Vehicle-Off Road (BRV-O), AM General’s 

family of light tactical vehicles provides affordable 

integrated solutions, ready to meet or exceed 

customer requirements in performance, payload and 

protection.

Using a foundation of proven systems engineering, 

our family of light tactical vehicles is a “systems 

of systems” design with a digital backbone. These 

vehicles incorporate proven and mature technologies 

in semi-active suspensions, electronic braking, 

traction and stability controls, scalable ballistic 

protection, on-demand diagnostics, versatile and 

fuel-efficient engines and fully integrated C4ISR 

suites. 

AM General’s family of light tactical vehicles 

represents our diverse and ongoing efforts to 

incorporate emerging technologies. Our vehicles 

reflect the success of teaming with customers to 

provide their “total solution.” 

Over the last half century, AM General has 

continuously responded to customer needs for 

vehicle solutions and life cycle support. These efforts 

establish AM General as a premier light tactical 

vehicle company for the Department of Defense.
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Positioned for  
the Future



A BRV-O™ 
capsule is blast 

tested, validating 
the robust yet 

lightweight  
design.

Parts are packaged 
for global delivery 

at AM General’s 
300,000 sq ft

distribution center. 

The 22 BRV-O™s shown above were completed and delivered ahead of schedule  
and are currently undergoing government testing. 

A BRV-O™ 
undergoes severe 

off-road testing on  
AM General’s  

320-acre 
development  

and engineering 
test track.

Military personnel 
are trained by 

Field Service 
Representatives 

(FSRs).

An E-coated BRV-O™ chassis being lowered onto
the same assembly line that produces HMMWVs.

An Optimizer 3200 engine and drivetrain is mated to
a BRV-O™ chassis.

The high capacity coolpack is installed,
completing the BRV-O™ chassis.

A completed BRV-O™ undergoes the final quality  
inspection on AM General’s flexible assembly line. 

BRV-Otm fills the gap in warfighting capability

READY NOW
Built around the warfighter, AM General’s Blast 

Resistant Vehicle-Off Road (BRV-O™) provides combat- 

proven protection, unsurpassed performance and 

unbeatable value in a light tactical vehicle

Over 300,000 combined test miles have been 

successfully completed, proving the BRV-O™’s superior 

mean miles between operational mission failures, off-

road mobility and fuel-efficient performance. Live fire 

testing demonstrates that the BRV-O™’s protection 

level meets or exceeds mine-blast vehicles in operation 

today. In addition, the BRV-O™ is designed for growth 

in ballistic protection and communications as new 

technologies become available.

Every BRV-O™ has been produced to strict lean 

manufacturing principles in AM General’s flexible 

Military Assembly Plant, eliminating new plant startup 

costs and risks.  

With an established supply chain network that stretches 

across 44 states, many of them small businesses,  

AM General is ready to produce BRV-O™s on the same 

dedicated light tactical vehicle assembly line which 

currently builds HMMWVs.

AM General has a proven record of providing full 

life cycle sustainment support for both tracked and 

wheeled vehicles alike. AM General’s integrated logistics 

team and global distribution network provide “boots 

on the ground” to train warfighters and support over 

300,000 light tactical vehicles deployed today. 


